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ABSTRACT 
A number of preliminary results are given leading to a general solution to certain 
second order adjoint matrix equations of the form X*AX +B*X+C=O. A general 
solution is also given to an equation of the form CX*AX- AX+ CD=0 which arises 
from a problem in regression analysis. 
INTRODUCTION 
A number of papers (for example [2] and [6]) have been published 
discussing solutions to matrix quadratic equations of the form XAX + BX + XC 
+ D = 0. However, very little seems to have been done with what we shall call 
second order adjoint matrix equations, that is, equations of the form X*AX+ 
B*X+X*C+ D=O. This paper presents some partial results in this direction. 
In particular, we consider the case where C=O and A and D are Hermitian. 
The results obtained are analytical in nature; we have not attempted to find 
optimal computational techniques to implement them. 
Pervasive use is made of the singular value decomposition (henceforth 
referred to as SVD) of the general rectangular matrix M (see, for example, 
[4]). The matrix M can always be expressed in the form M= UPV* where 
U*U and V*V are the identity matrix, which will be denoted by I, and P is a 
positive definite diagonal matrix. In this form of the SVD the matrix P is 
always square. However, U and V are not necessarily unitary, but have r 
orthonormal columns, where r is the rank of M. We will say that a matrix X is 
column unitary if X*X=Z. If X is column unitary, X, will represent a matrix 
such that the partitioned matrix (X X, ) is unitary. Clearly, X, is nonunique 
except in the trivial case in which X, vanishes. In the sequel any of the 
legitimate values of X, may be chosen, but must remain fixed throughout a 
given proposition. Whenever partitioned matrices appear, the partitioning 
will be conformal with the indicated operations. Also, the statement that a 
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matrix appearing in an expression is arbitrary will always mean that it is an 
arbitrary matrix with its dimensions indicated by the context in which it 
appears. 
It should be noted here that a conscious decision was made to avoid the 
generalized inverse formalism in favor of the notation introduced above. The 
author found the ,results much easier to derive in this framework, and the 
theorems much easier to state. 
The general solution to a system of linear equations will be needed in 
Propositions 7 and 8, and is stated here without proof: 
LEMMA 0. Let A be an n X m matrix with SVD A = IJPV*, and let B be 
an n X k matrix. Then the equation 
AX=B 
has a solution if and only if tJ_T B=O, and in that case X is a solution if and 
only if it is of the form X = VP - ‘IJ* B + V, M, where M is arbitrary. 
SQUARE ROOTS 
In a discussion of second order matrix equations, we must know some- 
thing about the various “square roots” of a nonnegative definite Hermitian 
matrix. 
PROPOSITION 1. Let A be a nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix with 
SVD A= UPU*. Then there is a unique nonnegative definite Hermitian 
matrix X satisfying X2 =A; in fact X= UP’/2U*, where P’12 is a diagonal 
matrix whose diagonal elements are the positive square roots of the corre- 
sponding elements of P. 
This is a well-known fact which follows trivially from the nature of the 
singular value decomposition. In this paper the notation Aij2 will always 
mean the square root of A given in Proposition 1. The following proposition 
establishes the form of the general Hermitian square root. 
PROPOSITION 2. Let A be a nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix with 
SVD A= UPU* and 
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where ci #ci for i#i; In8 is the identity matrix of dimension nj, ni is the 
multiplicity of ci, and 
i n, =rank(A). 
j=l 
Then a Hermitian matrix X satisfies X2 =A if and only if X is of the form 
X=l 
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where W, is an n, X ni unitary matrix for i = 1,2,. . . , k, and D is a diagonal 
matrix satisfying D2 = 1. 
Proof. It is clear that any X of the given form satisfies X2 =A. Suppose 
X2 =A. Let TQT* be the SVD of X. Then X2 = TQ2T* =A, and the result 
follows from the uniqueness properties of the singular value decomposition. 
n 
We must also consider a variation on “square root” which is not neces- 
sarily Hermitian or even square. 
PROPOSITION 3. Let A he an n X n nonnegative definite Hermitian matrix 
with SVD A = UPU* and let m>rank(A). Then the mXn matrix X satisfies 
X*X =A if and only if it is of the form X = VU*A’12 where V is a column 
unitary matrix. 
Proof The “if” part is obvious. For the “only if” part, let X*X=A and 
V=XUP-‘/2. Now XV, =O, since (XV,)*(XU,)= UT AU, =O. Therefore 
X= VP’i2U* = VU*A’i2. Since UPU* =X*X = UP’/2V*VP’/2U*, it follows 
that V*V= 1. n 
PROPOSITION 4. Let X and Y he kxn and mX n matrices, respectively, 
with k>m. Then X*X = Y*Y if and only if X= VY where V is some column 
unitary kXm matm’x. 
Proof. If X=VY then X*X=Y*Y. Suppose X*X=Y*Y. Then X=WY 
for some W, since the row space of X must be the same as the row space of Y. 
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Let Y have SVD Y = IJ, PrV;“, and write W= W,IJT + W,U;C, . Then X = 
W,P,V,” and X*X=V,P,W;‘W,P,V~=Y*Y=V,PraV~, or WTW,=l. Thus we 
may choose W, such that (W, Wa) is column unitary. It follows that W is 
column unitary. n 
LINEAR EQUATIONS 
In attempting to solve the second order equation one encounters a 
number of linear problems. The singular value decomposition or, equivalently, 
the generalized inverse has long been used to solve linear equations. See, for 
example, [l], [3], and [5]. However, we are primarily interested in equations 
which involve both X and X*. It is interesting to note that each of the linear 
problems can be solved as an ordinary system of linear equations with a large, 
but sometimes sparse, matrix of coefficients by restructuring the unknown 
matrix into a column vector. However, the consistency conditions then 
become very awkward, and it is unclear how to impose nonlinear constraints 
on the solution. Our formulation will at least sometimes be amenable to such 
constraints. 
PROPOSITION 5. Let the mXn matrix B have the SVD B= UPV*, and let 
A he an n X n matrix. Then the equation 
B*X-X*B=A (I) 
has a solution if and only if A* = -A and V_T AV, =O. In that case an m X n 
matrix X satisfies (1) if and only if it has the form 
where T is an arbitrary Hermitian matrix and R is arbitrary. 
Proof. Assume X=~UP-‘V*A(I+V,V;)tUTPV*fU,R, A*=-A, 
and V_T AV, =O. Then 
B*X-XX*B=~W*A(Z+V,V;1)+VPTPV*-VPTPV*+&(Z+V,V_T)AW* 
+ ; (A W* + W* AV,VT + V,VT AV,VT ) 
=A. 
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Here we have used the facts that V_T AV, =0 and W” + V,VT =Z. Clearly 
A* = -A is a necessary condition for (1) to have a solution. Suppose (1) holds 
and A* = -A. Let 
Then premultiplication of (1) by (V V, )* and postmultiplication by (V V, ) 
gives three equations which together are equivalent to (1): PY,, - Y&P= 
V*AV, PY,,=V*AV1, and V_T AV, =O. Let S=PY,, + YTiP. Clearly S*=S 
and Y,, = 4 P -‘V*AV+ TP, where I’= 4 P -‘SF’ -i. Putting this form for Y,, 
into the first of the three equations shows that any Hermitian matrix T will 
suffice. Since Y,, = P -‘V*AVl , and Y2i and Y,, are arbitrary, we get 
X=;VP~‘V*AW*+UI’PV*+UP-‘V*AV,V_T +U,(Y,rV*+Y&) 
= f UP - ‘V*A( I+ V,V;l ) + UTPV* + LJ, (Y,,V* + Y,,V;: ). 
Again the identity W* + V,V_T =I has been used. n 
It should be noted that if the minus sign in (1) is replaced by a plus sign, 
the solution remains the same except A must be Hermitian and T anti- 
Hermitian; that is, T* = - T. 
The following proposition illustrates how nonlinear constraints may be 
imposed on the solution to the equation in Proposition 5, and is in fact needed 
for Theorem 12. 
PROPOSITION 6. Let B be a m X n matrix with m > n and with rank r and 
SVD B=UPV*. Then themXnmutrixXsatisfiesX*X=ZandB*X-X*B=O 
if and only if it is of the f&m X= USPV* + U, (W,QG*V* + WzVT ), where 
G is an rxk matrix satisfying G*G=I with kdmin(m-n,r); Q is a 
diagonal k X k matrix satisfying 0 < Qii < 1 for i = 1,2,. . . , k; S is any Hermi- 
tian square root of P-‘(I-GQ’G*)P-‘; and W, is (m-r)Xk and W, 
(m-r)X(n-r) satisfying (W, W,)*(W, W,)=Z. 
Proof. By Proposition 5, we must find matrices of the form X= USPV* 
+ U,T where S is Hermitian and T is arbitrary, which satisfy X*X=Z. Let 
T= T,V* + TsVT . Then X*X = I if and only if 
I= VPS2PV* + VT;T,V* + VT;T2VT + V, T,*TIV* + V, T,*T&JT. 
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This is equivalent to the three conditions T,*T, =I, T;“T, =O, and S2 = P -‘(I 
- T:T,)P-‘. Then the last two of the three conditions are satisfied if and 
only if ‘1; = T, ,_ F, where F has all its singular values less than or equal to 1, 
and S is a Hermitian square root of P-‘(I-T:T,)P-‘=P-‘(I-F*F)P-‘. 
Writing F in terms of its SVD F=HQG* and combining factors gives the 
desired form. n 
Propositions 7, 8, and 9 are not used for the main results, but were worked 
out in an unsuccessful attempt to remove the gap in Theorem 12. They are 
included here without proof to indicate the extent of our progress in that 
direction. 
PROPOSITION 7. Let A, B, and C be mXn, mX k, and mX n matrices 
respectively, and let the following SVDs be given: A= U,P,Vf, B*U,, = 
V,P2V& and Vl, B*V,P,-’ = V,PSVz. Then there exist an nX n Hermitian 
matrix H and a k X n matrix X satisfying 
AH+BX=C (2) 
if and only if V,*,V~,C=O and V,*,(Z-Z*)V,, =O, where Z=VcC*(Z- 
U, ~V,P~~‘V,*B*)V,P~~‘. In that case H and X satisfy (2) if and only if they 
have the form 
with 
x 1 = u, Pz- ‘V$ UT, cv 1 
+v,,[gu,p,-‘v,*(2*-z)(z+v,,v,*,)+U,sP,v,* +u,,R], 
X2 = U,P,-‘V;V;,CV,, + U,,T, (4) 
H,, =P,‘U;CV, -P,‘U;BX,, 
H =P-‘V*CV 12 1 1 11 -P -‘V*BY 1 1’2P 
where H, and S are arbitrary Hermitian matrices and R and T are arbitrary. 
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PROPOSITION 8. Let D and E be n X m and n X k column unitary 
matrices, and let F be an nXn matrix. Let the following SVDs be given: 
D*E= ZJ,P,VT, ZJ;, D*E, = v,P,v,“, E*, DU, = ZJ,P,v;“, U;, D*E,U,, = 
U, P4Vf, and U2,UF,_ D*E ,U, P3-l = U, P5V,. Then there exists an m X k 
matrix Y satisfying 
DYE* -EY*D* = F (5) 
if and only if F* = -F, E*, FE ,_ =O, V;,_ ET(Z-DU,P,-‘V;“E*)FEV,, =O, 
V~~U~,E*,(Z-hDW~P1’V:E*)FEV,P,’ =O, and V~I(Z-Z*)V,I =O, 
where 
Z= v,*P,-Iv;E*F*( I- &EV,P~-W;D*) 
xE,(Z- U..,V,P,-‘U;tJF, D*E,)U,P,-‘. 
In that case Y is a solution of (5) if and only if it is of the form 
Y=+U,P,-‘V;E*FE(Z+V,,V:,)+U,HP,V;” 
+u&J-‘V;E*,(Z-Dli,P;‘V;E*)FEV,, +Us,Q$‘:~ +U,,xp,V;” 
where Q2 is arbitrary and X and H are the solutions given by Proposition 7 to 
the equation 
PROPOSITION 9. Let A, B, and F be nX m, nX k, and nX n matrices, 
respectively. Let the following SVDs be given: A= DP,V; and B= EP,V,*. 
Then the equation 
AXB*-BX*A*=F (6) 
has a solution if and only if the equation 
DYE* -EY*D* = F (7) 
has a solution as determined by Proposition 8. In that case X is a solution of 
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(6) if und only if it is of the form 
. 
X=V,P,‘YP,-‘V,* +V,,M,+M,V,*,, 
where Y is the solution to (6) given by Proposition 8, and M, and M, are 
arbitrary. 
SECOND ORDER EQUATIONS 
We first present the complete solution to perhaps the simplest second 
order “adjoint” equation. 
PROPOSITION 10. Let A be Hermitian with the block eigenvalue decom- 
position 
where rank( P,)< rank( PI). Then the matrix X satisfies 
X*AX=O (8) 
if and only if it is of the form X= U,Pl-‘WP,Y, + U,Y, + U,Y, where W is 
column unitary and Yz and Y, are arbitrary. 
Proof. Let Yi = TX, i= 1,2,3. Then (8) becomes YCPFY, - Y,*PzY, ~0. 
By Proposition 4 this is satisfied if and only if P1Yl = WP,Y, where W is 
column unitary. 
The restriction on the rank of P, and Pz is no real problem, since we may 
replace A by -A in (8). n 
THEOREM 11. Let A be an mXm positive definite Hermitian matrix, C 
be an nX n Hermitian matrix and B un mXn matrix. Then the matrix 
equation 
X*AX+R*X+X*R+C=O (9) 
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has a solution if arul only if B*A-‘B- C is nonnegative definite. In that case 
X satisfies (9) if und only if it is of the form X=A-‘/2VU*G-A-‘B, where 
U is (I column unitary matrix whose columns spun the column space of 
B*A-‘B-C, and G=(B*A~‘R-C)‘/2. 
Proof. Equation (9) may be written as (A’/2X+A-‘/2B)*(A1/2X+ 
A-“2B)=B*A-1B-C. Th e result follows from Proposition 3. n 
The following theorem gives the most general second order result that we 
have been able to attain. Unfortunately, there is still a gap between those 
equations which we know have no solution and those equations for which we 
know the general solution-that is, when the “discriminant” B*A- ‘B - 4C 
has no negative but some zero eigenvalues. To close the gap one must find the 
general solution to the homogeneous version of Proposition 9 which satisfies 
x*x=1. 
THEOREM 12. Let A he an m X m positive definite Hermitian matrix, C 
an n X n Hermitian matrix, and B an mX n matrix with man. Then the 
matrix equation 
X*AX+ B*X+C=O (10) 
bus no solution unless B*A-‘B-4C is nonnegative definite. Zf B”A-‘B-4C 
is positive definite, then X satisfies (10) if and only if it is of the form 
X=$A-‘/2[USPV*+UI(WlQG*V*+W2V_T)]H-$A-’B, where H= 
(B*A-‘B-4C)‘/2; A-‘/zBH-’ h as the SVD A-‘12BH -’ = UPV*; r= 
rank( P ); G is r X k satisfying G*G= 1 with k<min( m- n, r ); 0 is diagonal 
kXk satisfyingO<Qii Cl for i=1,2,..., k; W, is m--rXk, W, is (m-r)X 
( n-r) such that ( W, W,)*( W, W,) = I; and S is any Hermitian square root 
of P-‘(I-GQ2G*)P-‘. 
Proof Note that Eq. (10) implies that B*X-X*B=O. Thus (10) can be 
rewritten as (A’/2X+$A-‘/2B)*(A1/2X+$A-1/2B)=~(B*A-1B-4C). 
Thus by Proposition 3, X= i( A- 1/2YH-A-‘B), where Y*Y=Z and H= 
(B*A-‘B-4C)‘? W e h ave denoted the product VU* in Proposition 3 by Y 
and used the fact that since U is square, UU*=I. Now B*X-X”B=O is 
equivalent to H -1B*A-‘/2Y- Y*A-““BH PI =O, and Proposition 6 com- 
pletes the proof. n 
If B*A-‘B-4C were not of full rank, we could not apply Proposition 6, 
but would need a general solution to Proposition 9 which also satisfied the 
condition X*X=1. We have not been able to find that solution. 
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The author’s interest in the subject of second order adjoint matrix 
equations was sparked by a type of inverse statistical problem which arose in 
satellite meteorology: Given the linear system 
X*b=y+e, 
find the m X n matrix X when the covariance matrices A and D of the vector b 
and the error of measurement vector e, respectively, are known, and the 
matrix of regression coefficients C between the predictand b and the predic- 
tor y is known. These matrices are related by the equation C=AX(X*AX+ 
D))‘, or 
CX*AX-AX+CD=O. (11) 
Although the attempt to solve this equation led to the results we have 
presented, Eq. (11) has a solution which is relatively simple and depends only 
on the elementary results about square roots. 
THEOREM 13. Assume that A and C*C are nonsingular, and that A and 
D ,are Hermitian. Then Eq. (11) has a solution if and only if Z- 
4( C*A-‘C)““D( C*A-‘C)“” is nonnegative definite, and in that case the 
matrix X is a solution if and only if it is of the form X 
= fr A-1C(C*A-1C))‘/2(Z+G)(C*A-1C)-1/2 where G is any Hermitian 
square root of Z-4(C*A-‘C)‘/2D(C*A-‘C)1’z. 
Proof Equation (11) implies that AX= CM for some M. Premultiplica- 
tion of (10) by (C*C)-‘C* gives M*C*A-‘CM-M+ D=O, which implies 
that M is Hermitian. Premultiplication and postmultiplication of this last 
equation by ( C* A- ’ C )lj2 yields 
k C’A-‘C)‘/2M(CIA-‘C)‘/2_?,T]*[(C*AIC)1/2M(C*A-I~)1/2_~Z] 
Since the left hand side is the product of a Hermitian matrix with itself, that 
matrix must be a Hermitian square root of the right hand side. Setting each 
factor on the left hand side equal to i G, solving for M, and substituting that 
expression in X = A- ‘CM completes the proof. n 
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